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A ,ISF prograr hes beer written wh.ich return,- the
location of a vertex in a susrected rerior, Pe
well es ar inc'ication of the certairty of success.
Work reported herein ves condvuctee at the
Artificial Intelligence Laboretory, a
Massachusetts Institute of Technolory reseerch
rrograM; supported in rprt by the Adverced Research
Projects Agency cf the Derartrent of referse end
monitored by the Cffice of Naval Research under
Contract Number NC0014-70-A-0762-COC7.
Vision flashes are inform.el perers intended for
internal use.
This remo is located in TJ6-alle for_ on file
VIS;VTY8 >.
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INTRODUTCTICN
A LISP program has been writtcr tc fird e
vertex in a given region. It employs the Vin-tor-
Lermar circular scan <Vision Flash 2> ir . ta.o-
process hill climb.
Past line-drawing programs estsume that
vertices did rct exist per se, but coule b~ f-Od
orly as the irtersection cf lines. This ore-level
type of program meant that new., inforraPtior ctcld
only le found by a corylete new line ,rPw~3rr-.
This vertex finder, along witi a Trofrar'
which d tects incoming lires at 7 ver+ex, rde a
line tracker, is used in the rew CONU.TVE' rogram
WTZARD, which produces accurate lire drawings of
ccomlex scenes <Visior Flash forthcoring >.
Wizard is capable of handling partial informatior
when rroducing lire drawirgs cf complicated
scenes.
HOW IT WORYS
The Correlaticns
CLIN~ER uses a test pattern with one cuter
circle and five irner circles. The charne of
irtensity eround the irnner circles is corrare to
the chenge of intensity of the outer circle.
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Climber then moves to the center cf rpres cf tfle
vectors forme by these ccrrelaticrs. As the
feature is aprroached the inner circler ccnverr e
tc accurately locate the vertex <see fixtre 1>.
Simple, Zero Mean Correlation- Phose 7
Ncrmalized, Zero Mean Correlaticn- Thr-e .TT
Fxamiraticn of the formulas shows that
they can be written ir alternative ferms which
sreed up computation
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One final irr-rcverer t w•-s r ir tre
choice of correlation furctiers uree. Amrir
thet the difference of the averav.e irter~itv cf
the irrer and cuter circles i small, CrirtY-r
simrl niimizes the Sun cf tie satclvte VP_1U of
the difference of i•tersities.
CLIMPER has beern use successfull', on
textured objects.
Thanks to PEW, JB., ard NC.
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FIGURE 1: Circle Convergence
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